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Multisensor Poisson Multi-Bernoulli Filter for Joint
Target-Sensor State Tracking

Markus Fröhle, Christopher Lindberg, Karl Granström, Henk Wymeersch

Abstract—In a typical multitarget tracking (MTT) scenario,
the sensor state is either assumed known, or tracking is per-
formed in the sensor’s (relative) coordinate frame. This assump-
tion does not hold when the sensor, e.g., an automotive radar, is
mounted on a vehicle, and the target state should be represented
in a global (absolute) coordinate frame. Then it is important to
consider the uncertain location of the vehicle on which the sensor
is mounted for MTT. In this paper, we present a multisensor
low complexity Poisson multi-Bernoulli MTT filter, which jointly
tracks the uncertain vehicle state and target states. Measurements
collected by different sensors mounted on multiple vehicles
with varying location uncertainty are incorporated sequentially
based on the arrival of new sensor measurements. In doing
so, targets observed from a sensor mounted on a well-localized
vehicle reduce the state uncertainty of other poorly localized
vehicles, provided that a common non-empty subset of targets is
observed. A low complexity filter is obtained by approximations
of the joint sensor-feature state density minimizing the Kullback-
Leibler divergence (KLD). Results from synthetic as well as
experimental measurement data, collected in a vehicle driving
scenario, demonstrate the performance benefits of joint vehicle-
target state tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) in general, and
autonomous driving (AD) in particular, require accurate po-
sition information [1]. Measurements provided by various on-
board sensors allow to infer the vehicle state, e.g., position
and velocity, as well as information about the surrounding
environment. For instance, a global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) receiver provides absolute position, whereas a radar
sensor provides relative position of a feature with respect to
(w.r.t.) the sensor origin. Furthermore, vehicles have access
to a pre-recorded local dynamic map (LDM) containing static
features such as, e.g., landmarks [2]. Dynamic features such
as pedestrians, cyclists, etc., are not part of the pre-recorded
map. For an AD system to be fully aware of the surrounding
environment, dynamic features need to be estimated from
measurements and tracked over time, using the vehicle’s on-
board sensors, thus allowing to enrich the vehicle’s LDM.

In order to update the LDM by new features (static, dy-
namic) described in a global coordinate frame, location uncer-
tainty of the platform, where the sensors are mounted (e.g.,
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a vehicle), needs to be considered. Furthermore, information
from one vehicle can be utilized to increase location accuracy
of other vehicles, and vice versa [3], [4]. In the literature,
three different research tracks can be discerned: (i) MTT
when both features and sensors are mobile, but the sensor
states are known; (ii) simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) when the sensor state and feature state are unknown,
but features are static; (iii) simultaneous localization and
tracking (SLAT) combines MTT and SLAM by considering
unknown mobile feature and mobile sensor states. All three
tracks include measurements due to clutter; missed detections;
unknown measurement-to-target correspondence; and target
appearance and disappearance.

MTT filters based on random finite set (RFS) and finite-set
statistics (FISST), see, e.g., [5], [6] for recent works and [7],
[8] for earlier works, have gained much attention. For example,
the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter propagates
the first moment of the RFS density over time [9]–[11].
The Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) filter models
unknown, i.e., never detected, features by a Poisson process
and detected features by a multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM)
[12]. Based on this, the track-oriented marginal multiple tar-
get multi-Bernoulli/Poisson (TOMB/P) filter approximates the
global joint data association (DA) by the product of marginal
DAs, similar to the joint probability data association (JPDA)
filter, which allows a computationally efficient implementation
[12]. In [13], a derivation of the PMBM filter based on
standard single target measurement models, without using
probability generating functionals (p.g.fl.s) and functional
derivatives, is presented. Furthermore, connections to the δ-
generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli (δ-GLMB) filter [14], [15]
are discussed. In contrast to the above FISST approaches, [16],
[17] proposed a factor graph (FG) based approach for a variant
of the JPDA filter. A multi-scan scenario was considered, and
the filter was realized by running loopy belief propagation on
the FG containing cycles. Additionally, similarities between
the FG approach and the TOMB/P filter are discussed.

For static features (called landmarks) observed by a sensor
with unknown state, SLAM based methods can be employed
to jointly estimate the sensor state and the landmarks (see,
e.g., [2], [18]). In [19] and [20], an RFS based approach
to the SLAM problem was proposed. The landmark state is
conditioned on the sensor location and then tracked through a
PHD filter following a Rao-Blackwellization (RB).

Joint estimation of the unknown sensor and mobile feature
states, also termed SLAT, was for instance addressed in
[21], where a combination of static and mobile features are
estimated through MTT. In doing so, a particle based repre-
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sentation of the sensor state is combined with a parametric
formulation of the PHD filter. Related to this, [22], [23]
considers the problem of sensor state estimation through target
tracking in the RFS framework by combining local PHD filters
with the help of belief propagation. To achieve distributed
processing, approximations in terms of separable likelihoods
are taken. In [24], a particle based MTT filter is presented for
SLAT in wireless sensor networks. Here, the measurement-
to-target DA is known, but corrupted by noise leading to
false alarms. In [25], a message passing based distributed
multisensor MTT filter modeling target and sensor states by
Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs) is presented.
Measurement-to-target DA is known and targets are always
present and no false alarm measurements occur. Similar to
[17], a FG based approach was considered in [26] for an urban
ITS scenario, where the number of features is assumed a priori
known, and in [4] where the DA assumed to be known as well.

In this paper, we consider the problem of multisensor SLAT
for joint estimation of the unknown sensor and feature states,
enabling accurate feature tracking w.r.t. the sensor uncertainty.
Our proposed MTT filter builds upon the Bayesian RFS
based PMBM filter [12] with proper feature birth and death
processes, but explicitly models the sensor state uncertainty. A
low complexity filter is obtained by approximations of the joint
sensor-feature state density minimizing the KLD. A tractable
implementation is achieved through approximations similar to
the TOMB/P filter [12]. The proposed MTT filter allows to
track the state of the sensor platform not only by (direct)
measurements of the platform itself, but also through feature
tracking in a multi-sensor setup. The main contributions are:
• A low-complexity asynchronous multisensor MTT filter

with uncertain sensor state information,
• Sensor state tracking by fusion of multisensor MTT

information with local sensor information,
• Validation of the filter with real sensor data, as well as

in-depth analysis of performance with synthetic data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows;

Section II gives some background knowledge on RFS, and
Section III introduces the problem formulation and system
models. Section IV details the proposed MTT filter with
uncertain sensor state, including the multisensor generalization
of the proposed MTT filter. Results with synthetic data are
given in Section V and with experimental data in Section VI,
respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

Notation
Scalars are described by non-bold letters r, vectors by

lower-case bold letters x; matrices and sets by upper-case bold
letters X . The cardinality of set X is denoted |X|. The set
operator ] denotes the disjoint set union, i.e., Xu]Xd = X
means Xu∪Xd = X and Xu∩Xd = ∅. The vehicle/sensor
state is reserved by letter s, the feature state by letter x, and
measurements by letter z. The identity matrix of size n × n
is denoted In. The `2-norm of vector x is ‖x‖2.

II. BACKGROUND ON RFS
In this section, we describe some useful properties of an

RFS. If not stated otherwise, the source of all these is [12].

A. Random Finite Set Formulation

According to [12], RFS based methods have been developed
in [5] to conduct statistical inference in problems in which
the variables of interest and/or observations form finite sets.
In tracking, they address two major challenges of interest:
(i) the number of targets present in the scene is unknown,
(ii) measurements are invariant to ordering (measurement-to-
target correspondence is unknown). An RFS X is a finite-set
valued random variable, which can be described by a discrete
probability distribution p(n), where n ≥ 0 denotes the number
of elements xi ∈ X for i = 0, . . . , n and a family of joint
PDFs pn(x1, . . . ,xn) yielding [12]

f({x1, . . . ,xn}) = p(n)
∑
π

pn(xπ(1), . . . ,xπ(n)), (1)

where the sum spans over the n! permutation functions π(·),
such that its RFS density f(X) is permutation invariant. The
set integral of a real-valued function g(X) of a finite-set
variable X is defined as [5, p. 361], [12]∫
g(X)δX , g(∅) +

∞∑
n=1

1

n!

∫
g({x1, . . . ,xn})dx1 · · · dxn.

(2)

Two important examples of RFSs are Bernoulli processes
(and their generalization, multi-Bernoulli (MB) processes) and
Poisson processes. A Bernoulli process X with probability
of existence r and existence-conditioned PDF p(x) has RFS
density

f(X) =


1− r, if X = ∅,
r · p(x), if X = x,

0, otherwise.
(3)

The RFS density of a multi-Bernoulli (MB) process X can be
expressed as

f(X) =
∑

]i∈IXi=X

∏
i∈I

fi(Xi) (4)

for |X| ≤ |I|, and f(X) = 0 otherwise. Here, I is the index
set of the MB with components {ri, pi(x)}i∈I. A MBM is
a linear combination of MBs with density expressed by the
Bernoulli components

f(X) =
∑
j∈J

wjfj(X), (5)

where wj is the weight of the j-th MB with density fj(X)
(such that

∑
j wj = 1), and J is the index set of the MBM.

A Poisson point process (PPP) with intensity function λc(y)
has RFS density [12]

f(Y ) = e−〈λc,1〉
∏
y∈Y

λc(y) (6)

with inner product 〈λc, h〉 ,
∫
λc(y)h(y)dy.

Remark 1: If X and Y are independent RFSs such that
Z = X ] Y , then

fZ(Z) =
∑

X]Y =Z

fX(X)fY (Y ). (7)
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Note, when X follows an MBM process and Y an PPP (7) is
called a PMBM density and Poisson multi-Bernoulli (PMB)
density for |J| = 1.

Remark 2: A common way to estimate the set states from
a Bernoulli process with RFS density f(X) is by comparing
the probability of existence r to an existence threshold rth.
For r > rth, the target is said to exist and has PDF p(x) (c.f.
(3)). Its state can then be estimated by the mean of p(x), i.e.,
x̂ =

∫
xp(x)dx. See [13, Sec. VI], for an extended discussion

on state estimation.

B. Bayesian Filter Formulation

Similar to the random vector (RV) case, an RFS based filter
can be described, conceptually at least, within the Bayesian
framework with alternating prediction and update steps oper-
ating on the state RFS X with [5, Ch. 14]

f+(X) =

∫
f(X|X ′)f−(X ′)δX ′ (8)

and

f(X|Z) ∝ `(Z|X)f+(X), (9)

where f−(X ′) is the prior RFS density, f(X|X ′) is the RFS
transition density, f+(X) is the predicted RFS density, and
`(Z|X) is the RFS measurement likelihood for measurement
set Z.

C. Two Useful Lemmas

Lemma 1: A joint density f(X,Y ) is approximated in the
minimum KLD sense by [27, Ch. 10]

f(X,Y ) ≈
∫
f(X,Y )δX

∫
f(X,Y )δY . (10)

Lemma 2: The set integral can be expressed as [28,
Lemma 5]∫ ∑

X]Y =X

f(X)g(Y )δX =

∫
f(X)δX

∫
g(Y )δY .

(11)

III. MOTIVATION, PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM
MODELS

Here, we first present the motivation and problem formu-
lation, as well as the vehicle and feature dynamics. This is
followed by the GNSS and vehicle-to-feature (V2F) measure-
ment models, and the communication assumption.

A. Motivation

We consider an urban ITS scenario, consisting of cooper-
ating vehicles (illustrated in Fig. 1). Each vehicle is equipped
with a GNSS-type receiver to determine its absolute position
and radar-type sensor to retrieve relative positions of mobile
features present in the environment through V2F measure-
ments. Our goal is to develop a filter, which runs on an road
side unit (RSU), to track the features and the states of all
vehicles in every discrete time step t through incorporation of
all measurements provided by the vehicle’s on-board GNSS
and V2F sensors up until time step t.

Fig. 1. Urban ITS scenario with two vehicles (red color) cooperating through
the RSU (green color) and five mobile features (blue color).

B. Vehicle and Feature Dynamics

Vehicle state motion follows independent identically dis-
tributed (IID) Markovian processes, where the time-varying
vehicle state sv,t of each vehicle v ∈ V at time step t is
statistically modeled as p(sv,t|sv,t−1). Each feature k ∈ K
with state xk,t−1 survives to the next time step t following an
IID Markovian process with survival probability pS(xk,t). The
feature state motion follows IID Markovian processes and is
statistically modeled as p(xk,t|xk,t−1). Note that vehicle and
feature state motion are independent.1 In the following, we
will drop the subscript indexing on states and measurements
w.r.t. vehicle/feature/time whenever the context allows.

C. Measurement Models

At time step t, vehicle v ∈ V obtains two different kinds
of measurements: (i) measurements of the vehicle state s
w.r.t. the reference frame, i.e., GNSS-like measurements zG

modeled by p(zG|s); and (ii) measurements w.r.t. to features,
i.e., from a radar-like (on-board) V2F sensor. Without loss
of generality, we assume that the on-board sensors’ state is
equal to the vehicle state. Furthermore, the measurement-to-
feature state correspondence is not known and we assume that
the standard MTT measurement assumptions for point targets
apply, i.e., each feature generates at most one measurement
per measurement scan and sensor, and each measurement has
a unique source (feature or clutter).

Let Z be a set of V2F measurements taken by a vehicle at
a certain time. This set can be expressed as Z = ZFA ]ZD,
where ZFA denotes the set of false alarm measurements due
to clutter (modeled by a PPP with intensity λc(z)) and ZD

denotes the set of feature measurements. Let a V2F mea-
surement z ∈ ZD be obtained through the V2F sensor with

1Note that the proposed filter only predicts over small time-horizons in
the order of a few tens of milliseconds. Then the assumption on vehicle and
feature states evolving independently is reasonable, because there is very little
interaction among them within the prediction horizon.
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likelihood function g(z|s,x). The likelihood for measurement
set Z = {z1, . . . ,zm} is defined as in [13, Eqn. 13] by

l(Z|X, s) = e−〈λc;1〉
∑

U]X1...]Xm=X

[1− pD(s, ·)]U

×
m∏
i=1

l̃(zi|Xi, s) (12)

with

l̃(z|X, s) =


pD(s,x)g(z|s,x) X = {x},
λc(z) X = ∅,
0 |X| > 1.

(13)

Here, the feature set has been decomposed into all possible
sets U ]X1 . . .] = X , where the set U represents unknown
features and sets Xi represent the origin of the ith measure-
ment, which can either be a singleton containing the state of
the feature that gave rise to the measurement or an empty set if
the measurement is clutter, i.e., |Xi| ≤ 1∀i. Above, pD(s,x)
denotes the probability of detection, which depends on the
vehicle state s as well as on the feature state x. For instance,
a limited sensor field-of-view (FoV) affects the probability of
feature detection based on the distance between vehicle and
feature. An alternative, but equivalent form to represent the
likelihood (12), is [13, Eqns. 25, 26]

lo(Z|U ,X1, . . . ,Xn, s) =
∑

Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

l(Zu|U , s)

×
n∏
i=1

t(Zi|Xi, s), (14)

where |Xi| ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Here, l(Zu|U , s) was
defined in (12) and

t(Zi|Xi, s) =


pD(s,x)g(z|s,x) Zi = {z},Xi = {x},
1− pD(s,x) Zi = ∅,Xi = {x},
1 Zi = ∅,Xi = ∅,
0 otherwise.

(15)

D. Communication

We assume that every vehicle is able to communicate
all obtained measurements (V2F and GNSS) with the RSU
instantaneously and without errors. This implies that at any
time step t the number of vehicles communicating with the
RSU can vary. The incorporation of a realistic vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) channel model and its performance impact
is outside the scope of this work.

IV. PROPOSED FILTER

In this section, we formulate the proposed Bayesian filter
with uncertain vehicle (sensor) state. For complexity reasons,
we aim for a recursive formulation with a factorized joint
density over the vehicle and feature states.

A. Prior Joint State Density
The vehicle state PDF at time step t − 1 is indicated by

subscript ’−’, i.e., p−(s), the PDF predicted to the current
time step t (before updating by a measurement) is indicated
by subscript ’+’, i.e., p+(s), and the posterior PDF is stated
without subscript. Similar notation holds w.r.t. the feature RFS
density. With a single vehicle, the prior joint vehicle-feature
density is of form

f−(s,X) = p−(s)f−(X), (16)

where p−(s) is the prior PDF on the vehicle state, and f−(X)
is the prior PMBM density. The latter density can be written
in terms of a PPP density of unknown features fu−(X

u), i.e.,
features which are hypothesized to exist but have never been
detected [12, Def. I], and the prior MBM RFS density of
detected features, as [5, p. 484], [12]

f−(X) ∝
∑

Xu]X1]...]Xn=X

fu−(X
u)
∑
j∈J

∏
i∈Ij

wjifji−(Xi),

(17)

where the wji and fji−(·) are the weight and Bernoulli density
of potentially detected feature i under global hypothesis j.
Note that the weight of a global hypothesis j is proportional
to the single hypothesis weights by

∏
i∈Ij wji. In (17), the

PPP density of unknown features is

fu−(X
u) = e−〈D

u
−,1〉

∏
x∈Xu

Du
−(x), (18)

where Du
−(x) is the intensity of unknown features.

B. Prediction Step
Due to the independent mobility of vehicle and features, the

predicted joint vehicle-feature density is

f+(s,X) = p+(s)f+(X), (19)

where p+(s) is given by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
p+(s) =

∫
p(s|s′)p−(s′)ds′, where p(s|s′) is the state

transition PDF and p−(s
′) is the prior PDF [29]. Similarly,

the predicted feature state PMB density is calculated by [5,
Ch. 14.3]

f+(X) =

∫
f(X|X ′)f−(X ′)δX ′, (20)

where f(X|X ′) is the transition RFS density, and f−(X ′) is
the prior PMB density. It can be shown that (20) is a PMB
density where the predicted intensity of unknown features
Du

+(x) is given by [12, Thm. I]

Du
+(x) = Db(x) +

∫
pS(x

′)p(x|x′)Du
−(x

′)dx′. (21)

Here, the (known) birth intensity is denoted Db(x), p(x|x′)
denotes the feature transition PDF, and the feature survival
probability is denoted pS(x

′). The Bernoulli components of
the MBM are updated as follows [12, Eqn. (40)]:

pji+(x) =

∫
pS(x

′)p(x|x′)pji−(x′)dx′ (22)

rji+ = rji−

∫
pS(x

′)pji−(x
′)dx′. (23)
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where pji−(x′) denotes the prior PDF of the ji-th Bernoulli
component.

C. Measurement Update Step

Updating the joint vehicle-feature density (19) by any of
the two types of different measurements, GNSS and V2F
measurements, involves the application of Bayes’ theorem. In
the following, we describe the update calculations using the
different type of measurements.

1) Update with vehicle state measurement: Let zG be a
measurement related to the vehicle state s through p(zG|s).
Given a predicted vehicle-feature density (19), by Bayes’
theorem the updated density is

f(s,X|zG) =
p(zG|s)p+(s)∫
p(zG|s′)p+(s′)ds′

f+(X). (24)

In other words, the vehicle state density is updated with the
measurement zG, the feature set density is unaffected by the
update, and the independent form is retained (c.f. (16)).

2) Update with cluttered set of feature measurements: Let
Z be the V2F measurement subject to the model defined
in Section III-C. Furthermore, we assume the probability of
detection to be state-independent, i.e., pD(s,x) = pD.

With the help of Bayes’ rule, the updated joint vehicle-
feature density is

f(s,X|Z) ∝ p+(s)f+(X)l(Z|s,X). (25)

Due to the dependency of the V2F measurements on X and
s, the updated posterior density (25) cannot easily be decom-
posed into the independent form of the prior joint density (16).
In order to enable joint vehicle-feature state tracking with: (i)
low complexity; and (ii) standard MTT frameworks such as,
e.g., [12], we calculate (25) approximately. With the help of
Lemma 1 the joint vehicle-feature density is approximated as

f(s,X|Z) ≈ p(s|Z)f(X|Z), (26)

where

p(s|Z) ∝
∫
p+(s)f+(X)l(Z|s,X)δX, (27)

f(X|Z) ∝
∫
p+(s)f+(X)l(Z|s,X)ds. (28)

In this way, the independent structure of the vehicle and feature
density (16) is retained. Note that it has been observed in the
SLAM context that a factorization such as (26) can generate
optimistic estimates about the state uncertainty [18], [30].

An alternative to the approximation (26) is to perform a
Rao-Blackwellization as done in SLAM [18], [21]. Although
more accurate, the extension of the multi-vehicle scenario is
not apparent and opponent to a low complexity implementation
we seek.

Now, only computation of the marginal posteriors remains.
This is derived in the next two subsections. For convenience,
let

XZ(z) =

{
0 z 6∈ Z,

1 z ∈ Z,
(29)

and

δ∅(Y ) =

{
0 Y 6= ∅,
1 Y = ∅.

(30)

D. Marginal Feature Set Posterior

The feature posterior f(X|Z) of (26) is given by the
following Theorem.

Theorem 3: The feature posterior for measurement set Z =
{z1, . . . ,zm} can be approximated by a PMBM with density

f(X|Z) ∝∼
∑

Y ]X1...]Xn]X1...]Xm=X

f (Y )
∑
j

×
∑

Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

m∏
i=1

[XZu(zi)ρ(zi)f (Xi|zi)

+(1−XZu(zi))δ∅(Xi)]

×
n∏
i=1

wjiρji(Zi)fji(Xi|Zi), (31)

where∝∼means approximately equal to. Here, f (Y ) represents
the PPP component, and the functional forms of the densities
f (Xi|zi) and fji(Xi|Zi), as well as the constants ρ(zi),
ρji(Zi) are provided in Appendix A.

Proof: See Appendix A.
The feature posterior (31) consists of undetected features

(Y ), hypotheses for newly detected features (Xi) and for
updating existing features (Xi). This structure is of the same
form2 as for a known vehicle (sensor) state, as in [13], and
is thus amenable for using a standard PMBM filter imple-
mentation [12]. The weights of newly detected features are
considered in the product over m components (i.e., one new
feature per measurement). A previously detected feature has an
updated weight wjiρji(Zi) consisting of the previous single
hypothesis weight and, depending on whether Zi contains a
measurement, the hypotheses for a detection or a miss of the
feature.

Note that (31) is only approximately f(X|Z) due to the
approximations performed in the derivations. Therefore, the
weights are also only approximate weights for f(X|Z).

E. Marginal Vehicle Posterior

We now proceed with the vehicle state posterior, which is
stated in the following Theorem.

Theorem 4: The vehicle state posterior for measurement set
Z is

p(s|Z) ∝∼
∑
j

∑
Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

∏
zi∈Zu

XZu(zi)ρ(zi)

×
n∏
i=1

wjiρji(Zi)qj(s|Z1, . . . ,Zn,Z
u) (32)

where qj(s|Z1, . . . ,Zn,Z
u) is a properly normalized density

defined in Appendix B.
Proof: See Appendix B.

2For the linear Gaussian case, the vehicle state uncertainty is essentially
mapped onto the V2F measurement uncertainty, which can be seen as an
increased time-varying measurement variance.
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From the vehicle posterior (32), we observe that the single
hypothesis weights ρ(zi) and wjiρji(Zi) of each term are
the same as in the feature posterior (31), only the order of
integration over the vehicle state s and the single feature
state x is exchanged. Hence, both posteriors use the same
approximate single hypothesis weights. Furthermore, we have
obtained that a global hypothesis is approximately proportional
to the product of the approximate single hypothesis weights.

F. Implementation Aspects

Here, we discuss approximations for a practical implemen-
tation to perform the sensor state V2F measurement update
when the probability of existence of detected features is high.
Furthermore, we discuss the approximation of the joint DA
and the reduction of the feature posterior density to contain
only a single global hypothesis. Using this approximation, the
complexity of the proposed filter is briefly discussed.

1) Certain Feature Information: The spatial PDF of the
PPP modeling the undetected features needs to cover the whole
space where new features appear. Due to this, a newly detected
feature does not provide certain information to update the
vehicle state and may be neglected in the vehicle state update.
Furthermore, one can approximate the vehicle state update
by considering only previously detected features with a high
existing probability (c.f. Sec. 2). When detection probability
is high, (32) can be approximated by

p(s|Z) ∝∼
∑
j

∑
Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

(33)

×

(
n∏
i=1

wjiρji(Zi)

)
qj(s|Z1, . . . ,Zn,Z

u),

where

qj(s|Z1, . . . ,Zn,Z
u)

∝∼ p+(s)
n∏
i=1

(1− δ∅(Zi))

∫
g(zi|xi, s)pji(xi)dxi. (34)

2) Marginal Association: For the feature update,
the global hypothesis weights are proportional to∏

zi∈Zu ρ(zi)
∏n
i=1 wjiρji(Zi). For the vehicle state

update, the global hypothesis weight is proportional to∏n
i=1 wjiρji(Zi)). A global hypothesis over all features

can be approximated by the product of marginal association
weights using the FG approach of [31].

For the feature state update, the TOMB/P filter [12] permits
the reduction of the posterior PMBM density to a PMB
density containing only a single global hypothesis (so that the
summation over j disappears in the next time step).

For the vehicle state update, each likelihood term is
weighted w.r.t. the single hypothesis. From the feature state
update, the obtained marginal data association weights for
the feature update can be reused in the vehicle state update,
since they use the same weights for the same hypotheses.
The weighted likelihoods times the prior vehicle state is
then approximately proportional to the vehicle state posterior
conditioned on the measurement set Z.

3) Complexity: For Gaussian linear models, a GNSS mea-
surement update (c.f. (24)) has same complexity as a Kalman
filter update. Using the marginal association proposed by the
TOMB/P filter, the update of the feature state density by
V2F measurements has comparable complexity as an update
step of the TOMB/P filter with the added complexity of the
marginalization over the sensor state (c.f. Appendix A). For
the vehicle state update with the V2F measurements we have
the same number of hypotheses and hence similar complexity.

G. Multi-Vehicle Generalization of Proposed Filter

Up to this point, we discussed joint vehicle-feature state
tracking using a single vehicle, where GNSS and V2F mea-
surements are incorporated. To achieve feature tracking as
described in Section III-A, where a GNSS and a V2F sensor
is mounted on each vehicle, we have to consider the multi-
vehicle/multisensor case, where each vehicle is equipped with
a GNSS and a V2F sensor. Since GNSS measurements are
straightforward to deal with (they can be applied prior to the
V2F measurements), we focus only on V2F measurements,
considering a two-vehicle case. There are different approaches
to handle the multi-vehicle setting, where we highlight two of
them next.

1) Parallel Approach: Given time-synchronized measure-
ments from 2 vehicles (with measurements Z1 collected by
vehicle 1 and Z2 collected by vehicle 2, respectively), the
joint posterior can be approximated by

f(s1, s2,X|Z1,Z2)

≈ p(s1, s2|Z1,Z2)f(X|Z1,Z2) (35)

similar to the approximation (26). Note that the set of global
hypotheses is now the Cartesian product of the individual ve-
hicle’s set of hypotheses. Several different approaches can be
employed to tackle this DA problem in a tractable manner. For
instance, by employing sequential sensor-by-sensor measure-
ment updates (also called iterator-corrector method) [5], or by
partition of the measurement set into subsets associated with
the Bernoulli components [32], or by performing variational
inference [33], or by solving the DA in parallel on a sensor-
by-sensor basis [16]. Note that in a system where sensors are
spatially distributed (c.f. Sec. III-A) synchronization between
sensors is involved and a sequential measurement update
procedure may be used instead.

2) Sequential Approach: Here, we employ the sequential
measurement update strategy together with the TOMB/P al-
gorithm (c.f. Section IV-C). Note that in a real system sensors
among different vehicles are difficult to synchronize and then
this approach can be used. The update is first performed with
respect to the first vehicle (c.f. Sec. IV-D and Sec. IV-E):

f(s1,X|Z1) ∝∼

∫
p+(s1)l(Z1|s1,X)f+(X)δX

×
∫
p+(s1)l(Z1|s1,X)f+(X)ds1 (36)

= p(s1|Z1)f(X|Z1). (37)
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Fig. 2. One realization of two vehicle and five feature trajectories for the
experiment with synthetic data.

Then, the density f(X|Z1) is used as a prior when performing
the update with respect to the second vehicle:

f(s2,X|Z1,Z2) ∝∼

∫
p+(s2)l(Z2|s2,X)f(X|Z1)δX

×
∫
p+(s2)l(Z2|s2,X)f(X|Z1)ds2 (38)

= p(s2|Z1,Z2)f(X|Z1,Z2). (39)

Using this method, subsequent vehicles will benefit from
updated vehicle and feature information of preceding vehicles.
Note that contrary to (35), the vehicle states are approximated
here as being independent of each other. In our application
example (c.f. Section III-A), this means that an update of
the joint vehicle-feature density, with measurements from a
well-localized vehicle (certain vehicle state), results in an
improvement of feature tracking performance when prior in-
formation on the features is low. An update of the joint vehicle-
feature density, with measurements from a poorly localized
vehicle (uncertain vehicle state), permits the reduction of the
uncertainty of its own vehicle state when prior information on
the features is high.

V. RESULTS WITH SYNTHETIC DATA

We consider a scenario similar to the one outlined in Fig. 1,
where we apply the proposed multisensor-multifeature state
tracking filter presented in Section IV.

A. Setup

The state of vehicle v ∈ V at time step t is sv,t =
[pT
s,t, ṗ

T
v,t]

T with position pv,t ∈ R2 and velocity ṗv,t ∈ R2.
We use a linear constant velocity (CV) model to model vehicle
dynamics, where

ss,t = Ass,t−1 +ws,t (40)

with state-transition matrix

A =

[
1 Ts
0 1

]
⊗ I2, (41)

where Ts = 0.5 s is the sampling time. Above, ws,t ∼
N (0,W ) denotes the IID process noise with

W = r

[
T 3
s /3 T 2

s /2
T 2
s /2 Ts

]
⊗ I2, (42)

where r = 0.05 m2. Above, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
We set the initial state of vehicle 1 to s1,0 = [0, 200, 0,−2]T
and to s2,0 = [0,−200, 0, 2]T for vehicle 2, respectively.
The state of feature k at time t, denoted xk,t ∈ R4, is
comprised of Cartesian position and velocity, similar to the
vehicle state sv,t. There are at most five features present, if
not noted otherwise. Furthermore, feature dynamics follow the
CV model with the same parameters used for the vehicles.
To generate a challenging scenario for DA, we initialize the
feature states xk,t ∼ N (0, 0.25I4) at time step t = 175 for all
features k ∈ K and run the CV model forward and backward
in time similar to [12, Sec. VI]. The first feature enters the
scene after t = 0, the second after t = 20 and so on. Once
present, features stay alive for the remaining simulation time.
A realization of vehicle and feature trajectories is shown in
Fig. 2.

For the GNSS measurements, we use the linear measure-
ment model

zG,t = HGst + rt, (43)

where the observation matrix is HG = [1 0] ⊗ I2 and rt ∼
N (0,R) denotes the measurement noise with R = σ2

GI2.
For vehicle 1, we assume it has low location uncertainty using
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) with σ2

G = 5.76·10−4 m2 and for
vehicle 2 high location uncertainty using Standard Positioning
System (SPS) with σ2

G = 12.96 m2, corresponding to a vehicle
with high quality GNSS receiver and one with low quality
GNSS receiver3. In the single sensor case, only vehicle 1 is
present, and in the multisensor case both vehicles are present,
if not noted otherwise.

For the V2F measurements, we use the linear measurement
model

zt = H1st +H2xt + qt (44)

with H1 , HG and H2 , −HG, and qt ∼
N (0,Q) with measurement noise covariance matrix Q =
σ2
V2FI2. Following [12], we set the initial unknown fea-

ture intensity to Du
−(xk,t) = 10N (0,P ), where P =

diag([1002, 1002, 1, 1]T) to cover the ranges of interest of the
feature state. The feature birth intensity is set to Db(xk,t) =
0.05N (0,P ), the average number of false alarms per scan to
λc = 10, with uniform spatial distribution on [−rmax, rmax]
with parameter rmax = 500 m. Furthermore, the probability
of survival is pS = 0.7 and the probability of detection is
pD(sv,t,xk,t) , pD = 0.9. To assess feature tracking per-
formance, we use the optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA)
metric with cut-off parameter c = 20 and order p = 2 [36].
The filter tracking performance for the vehicle state at time
step t is assessed in terms of the position estimation error

3According to [34] and [35], the x/y position accuracy of the GNSS receiver
RT3000 from OXTS is σ2

G = 12.96 m2 for SPS, σ2
G = 2.0736 m2

for Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS), σ2
G = 0.9216 m2 for

Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), and σ2
G = 5.76 · 10−4 m2

for RTK.
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Fig. 3. Average feature OSPA for different values of GNSS measurement
variance σ2

G using the proposed MTT filter with sensor update from the
tracked features to the sensor (proposed, sensor update) and without sensor
update (proposed, no sensor update). For comparison, results using the
TOMB/P filter ignoring sensor state uncertainty (TOMB/P I, no sensor update)
and by increasing the V2F noise variance by the GNSS variance (TOMB/P
II, no sensor update) are shown.

et = ‖pt,true− p̂t‖2, where pt,true is the true vehicle position
and p̂t the mean estimate of the filter.

We analyze the proposed MTT filter w.r.t. feature tracking
performance with sensor update from the tracked features
to the sensor (proposed, sensor update), and without sensor
update (proposed, no sensor update). For comparison, results
are shown using the TOMB/P filter ignoring sensor state
uncertainty [12], i.e., using the GNSS measurement as sen-
sor state (TOMB/P I, no sensor update), and the TOMB/P
filter ignoring sensor state uncertainty, but increasing the
V2F variance by the GNSS measurement variance (TOMB/P
II, no sensor update), which is possible in the considered
linear measurement scenario. As a benchmark for vehicle
localization performance, results from a centralized Kalman
filter (KF) are plotted as well, where measurement-to-feature
DA is known and where the augmented state vector contains
all vehicle and all feature states. This is denoted genie method.
Furthermore, tracking performance using a local KF is plotted.
The local KF performs filtering separately on the individual
vehicle state using only GNSS measurements and does not
estimate feature states. Note, the performance of the local KF
can be considered as the worst-case performance on vehicle
state estimation, since V2F measurements are not considered
at all.

B. Discussion

First, we discuss the impact of an uncertain vehicle state
on feature tracking performance using a single vehicle and
multiple features. After that, we consider the multisensor-
multifeature case from Section IV-G.

1) Impact of uncertain vehicle state on feature tracking
performance: For one simulation run, the features and vehicle
trajectories are outlined in Fig. 2. For the case the GNSS mea-
surement variance is very small w.r.t. the V2F measurement
variance, e.g., σ2

G = 5.76 · 10−4 m2 corresponding to RTK
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Fig. 4. Average feature OSPA for different values of V2F measurement
variance σ2

V2F. The GNSS noise variance is set to σ2
G = 0.9216 m2.
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Fig. 5. CDF plot of vehicle position estimation error.

and σ2
V2F = 0.42 m2, the feature tracking performance of

the proposed filter is comparable with the TOMB/P filter with
known sensor state. Hence, we will not focus on this case and
refer the reader to [12] for performance results regarding the
TOMB/P filter.

In Fig. 3, the feature state OSPA average of one simulation
run of 351 time steps averaged over 50 Monte-Carlo (MC)
trajectory realizations is plotted for different values of GNSS
measurement variance σ2

G for two variants of the proposed
MTT filter as well as with the TOMB/P filter. For all filter
variants, the increase of GNSS measurement variance leads
to an increased vehicle state uncertainty with the effect of an
increase of the average feature OSPA. This OSPA increase
consists of two components. First, an increased feature state
estimation error due to a higher value of σ2

G. Second, this
results in features appearing in the filter spatially close together
w.r.t. the feature state measurement uncertainty (σ2

G and σ2
V2F

together) for a longer period of time around time step t = 175.
Hence, DA is more challenging with the effect of an increased
feature OSPA in this regime.

From the figure, we observe that not considering the present
vehicle state uncertainty leads to the worst feature tracking
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performance (TOMB/P I). Incorporating this uncertainty by
increasing the V2F measurement variance improves feature
tracking significantly. Modeling the present vehicle state un-
certainty without artificially increasing the V2F measurement
variance, as proposed in this paper, leads to a slightly better
feature tracking performance (proposed, no sensor update). For
the case the vehicle state is updated by the V2F measurement
(proposed, sensor update), feature tracking performance dete-
riorates. The reason for this is that feature and vehicle state
become correlated after the V2F measurement update, which
is not modeled by the proposed MTT filter. This leads to the
conclusion that the sensor should not use V2F measurements
to update its own state if no other vehicles have updated the
sensor state in the previous time step. With more vehicles, this
effect of correlation will be diluted. Similar observations have
been reported in [26].

In Fig. 4, the average feature state OSPA is plotted for
different values of V2F measurement noise variance σ2

V2F

using the different filter variants. We observe that a higher
V2F noise variance leads to an increased average feature OSPA
value except for the TOMB/P filter which ignores sensor state
uncertainty (TOMB/P I). In the former, this reduction comes
from the fact that sensor state uncertainty is absorbed from
the increased V2F noise variance. For all methods the single
feature state estimation error increases and DA becomes more
challenging. Since the sensor state uncertainty is negligible,
all filter variants show the same performance.

2) Multisensor-multifeature tracking performance: Here,
we limit the discussion on the two vehicle (sensor) case since
it is sufficient to analyze the effect of updating the vehicle state
using V2F measurements. In Fig. 5, the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the vehicle position estimation error is
plotted for the two vehicle scenario outlined in Sec. V-A. We
observe that for vehicle 1, which has low GNSS measurement
noise, all three filter methods deliver a similar performance.
The reason for this is that, due to the high accuracy of GNSS
measurements, not a lot of information (to improve the vehicle
state) is provided from feature tracking.

Moving our focus to vehicle 2, we observe that the error of
the local KF is much higher compared to the central KF, which
is caused by the high noise in the GNSS measurements. Due to
the low estimation error of vehicle 1’s state, there is relevant
position information in the system, which can be transfered
from vehicle 1 to vehicle 2 via the features utilizing the V2F
measurements. In 80% of all cases, the estimation error of
vehicle 2 is below 0.5 m using the proposed filter, compared
to 2.3 m using the local KF.

Despite this great improvement of the proposed filter over
the local KF, it does not achieve the performance of the central
KF (genie method), where the error is around 0.4 m. The
reason for the difference is that the central KF has knowledge
of the correct DA, knows the true number of features present,
and ignores clutter V2F measurements. Furthermore, it tracks
any present correlations between features and vehicles not
modeled by the proposed filter. The proposed filter needs to
infer the measurement-to-feature DA, estimate the number of
features currently present, and needs to appropriately handle
clutter in the V2F measurement set Z.

VI. RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Experiment Description

Measurement data was recorded using the COPPLAR
project test vehicle, a Volvo XC90 equipped with different
kinds of automotive sensors. If not stated otherwise, the filter
parameters are the same as described in Section V-A. The
GNSS sensor is a high-precision Applanix POSLV, and the
V2F sensor is a onboard stereo vision camera from Autoliv
looking in the car driving direction, which provides detections
of objects w.r.t. the sensor coordinate frame. Measurements
from both sensors arrive time-stamped, but are not syn-
chronized. In order to obtain synchronized measurements,
we linearly interpolated measurements from each sensor and
sampled them at a lower rate of Ts = 0.1 s. 4

Since the coordinate frame of GNSS and V2F sensor
are different, we first mapped the GNSS measurements on
the Cartesian coordinate system, and then used the heading
measurements from the accurate GNSS sensor as ground truth
to rotate and translate the V2F measurements on the same co-
ordinate system. This procedure allows to use the measurement
models of Section III-C without further modification.

Due to the absence of an exact ground truth in this dy-
namic measurement scenario, measurements were considered
as ground truth and IID zero-mean Gaussian measurement
noise was artificially added to the GNSS measurements with
σ2
G = 0.9216 m2 for vehicle 1 corresponding to a DGPS

receiver and with σ2
G = 12.95 m2 for vehicle 2 corresponding

to a SPS receiver. Additionally, noise was added on the V2F
measurements with Qt = 0.42I2 m2 which is the worst case
performance of the stereo vision camera for object positioning.

In the scene (c.f. Fig. 6), there are two pedestrians (features)
standing at an intersection and vehicle 1 and 2 are driving
along perpendicular roads. Due to the limited sensor FoV of
the camera, features become visible at approximately 50 m
distance. Since we had only one physical vehicle, we recorded
first sensor data obtained by driving along one lane segment
and afterwards from the perpendicular lane segment. The
two vehicle driving scenario was then obtained by adjusting
the time basis of one lane recording. Due to this hardware
limitation, the proposed filter had to be run offline. Note that
additional results using the same hardware and the proposed
filter have been reported in [37].

B. Discussion

In Fig. 6, the trajectories of vehicle 1 (V1) and vehicle 2
(V2) are plotted together with the estimated feature and vehicle
positions. Vehicle 1 moving from the lower right upwards the
left of the figure, uses a DGPS receiver, and is therefore able to
track the features quite accurately. In contrast, vehicle 2, which
uses a SPS receiver, cannot contribute much in accurate feature
tracking, but its V2F measurements allow to transfer position
information to update the vehicle state. From the figure, we
observe that the estimated vehicle track is much closer to
the true trajectory compared to a local KF using only GNSS

4Note that this synchronization step is not needed, but it simplified analysis
of the collected measurements w.r.t. filters’ estimates.
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measurements. As vehicle 2 approaches the intersection, its
performance deteriorates and achieves the same performance
as the local KF. The reason for this is that vehicle 1 has already
passed all features at this point in time and cannot provide
tracking information on the features. Since we assume mobile
features, no significant position information towards vehicle 2
is provided after a few time steps.

In Fig. 7, the vehicle position estimation error averaged
over 50 measurement realizations is plotted over time for
this two vehicle experiment. Here, we can clearly observe
how the performance of vehicle 2 approaches the performance
of vehicle 1 when both vehicles observe the features (until
approximately 12 s time). It then deteriorates from 12 s
to 16 s due to the absence of V2F measurements from
vehicle 1. After approximately 16 s, vehicle 2 has passed all

features as well and performance of the proposed MTT filter
equals the performance of the local KF. We can conclude
that with the proposed multisensor MTT filter, joint feature
tracking provides relevant position information towards the
vehicle’s position allowing to improve the positioning quality
for vehicles with different/varying position accuracies.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a low-complexity Poisson multi-
Bernoulli filter to jointly track multiple features (targets)
as well as the state of multiple mobile sensors. This was
enabled by an approximation minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
divergence. Two different kinds of sensors providing obser-
vations of the sensor state itself as well as observations of
features enable accurate feature and sensor state tracking.
The resulting filter incorporates the uncertain sensor state in
the feature tracking task by marginalizing over the uncertain
sensor state in the single feature state likelihood. Information
from multiple sensors is incorporated by asynchronous update
steps, executed whenever sensor measurements arrive at the
central node. In doing so, data association is limited to a per-
sensor basis. Furthermore, in a multi-vehicle scenario with
varying sensor qualities, an update of the uncertain sensor
state is achieved by measurements of the sensor state and
by means of feature tracking. Simulation and experimental
results showed that through the incorporation of measurements
provided by different sensors, the feature tracking performance
is superior to the track-oriented marginal multiple target
multi-Bernoulli/Poisson (TOMB/P) filter which ignores sensor
uncertainty, and comparable when its measurement noise is
artificially increased. Furthermore, we observed in a multi-
vehicle scenario that through joint vehicle-feature state track-
ing the vehicle state uncertainty can be significantly reduced
compared to track the vehicle state alone. Applications of
the proposed low-complexity filter involve cooperative vehicle
driving scenarios when both information of the environment
and the vehicle themselves are of interest. Furthermore, no
direct vehicle-to-vehicle observations are needed, which makes
it interesting for urban environments with applications such as
extending the situational awareness beyond the visibility of the
ego vehicle alone.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Plugging (17) into (28) results in

f(X|Z) ∝
∫
p+(s)

∑
U]X1...]Xn=X

fu+(U)
∑
j

×
n∏
i=1

wjifji(Xi)l(Z|X, s)ds. (45)
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Now we add the constraint |Xi| ≤ 1∀i, since fji(Xi) is
Bernoulli and then replace the likelihood by (14) leading to
(c.f. [13])

f(X|Z) ∝
∑

U]X1...]Xn=X

∑
j

∑
Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

fu+(U) (46)

×
∫
p+(s)l(Z

u|U , s)
n∏
i=1

wjifji(Xi)t(Zi|Xi, s)ds︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈q(Zu|U)

∏n
i=1 wjiq(Zi|Xi)fji(Xi)

, (47)

where the approximation follows by invoking Lemma 1,
whereby the factors are found as follows: Using Lemma 1
again, we find

q(Zu|U) ≈
∑

Y ]X1...]Xm=U

e−〈λc;1〉[1− pD]Y
m∏
i=1

l̃(zi|Xi),

(48)

where

l̃(zi|Xi) =


pD
∫
g(zi|s,x)p+(s)ds Xi = {x},

λc(zi) Xi = ∅,
0 otherwise.

(49)

In a similar fashion, we obtain

q(Zi|Xi) =


pD
∫
g(z|s,x)p+(s)ds Zi = {z},Xi = {x},

1− pD Zi = ∅,Xi = {x},
1 Zi = ∅,Xi = ∅,
0 otherwise.

(50)

Separating in (46) all terms involving U , the update of the
PPP and the newly detected features is given by (c.f. [13, Eqns.
15 to 24])

f (U |Zu) ∝ fu+(U)q(Zu|U)

∝
∑

Y ]X1...]Xm=U

f (Y )

m∏
i=1

f (Xi|zi), (51)

where

f (Y ) ∝ [(1− pD)Du
+(·)]Y , (52)

f (Xi|zi) =
l̃(zi|Xi)f

u
+(Xi)

e−〈D
u
+;1〉ρ(zi)

(53)

and

ρ(zi) ,

∫
l̃(zi|Xi)f

u
+(Xi)δXi

e−〈D
u
+;1〉ρ(zi)

= λc(zi) + e(zi), (54)

e(zi) = pD

∫∫
g(zi|s,x)p+(s)dsDu

+(x)dx, (55)

where we have defined ρ(zi) similar to [13, Eqns. 19 to 21]
by normalization over e−〈D

u
+;1〉.

The updated Bernoulli components for the existing features
are obtained by

fji(Xi|Zi) =
t(Zi|Xi)fji(Xi)

ρji(Zi)
, (56)

where

ρji(Z) =

{
pDrji

∫∫
g(z|s,x)p+(s)dspji(x)dx Z = {z},

1− pDrji Z = ∅
(57)

and

t(Zi|Xi) =

∫
t(Zi|Xi, s)p+(s)ds. (58)

Parameters of the Bernoulli Components

From the derivation above, it is possible to find the parame-
ters of all the Bernoulli components modeling newly detected
features and existing features.

Newly Detected Features: The posterior for a newly de-
tected feature, denoted f (Xi|zi) (c.f. (53)), has Bernoulli
components with parameters

r(zi) =
e(zi)

ρ(zi)
, (59)

p(x|zi) =
pDD

u
+(x)

∫
g(zi|s,x)p+(s)ds
e(zi)

. (60)

Existing Features: The posterior of an existing Bernoulli
component, denoted fji(Xi|Zi) (c.f. (56)), has updated pa-
rameters

rji(Zi) =

{
1 Zi = {z},
rji(1−pD)
1−pDrji Zi = {∅},

(61)

pji(x|Zi) ∝

{
(1− pD)pji(x) Zi = {∅},
pDpji(x)

∫
g(z|s,x)p+(s)ds Zi = {z}.

(62)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Plugging (17) into (28) results in

p(s|Z) ∝ p+(s)
∫ ∑

U]X1...]Xn=X

fu+(U)
∑
j

×
n∏
i=1

wjifji(Xi)l(Z|X, s)δX. (63)

Similar to the feature posterior, we add the constraint |Xi| ≤
1∀i, since fji(Xi) is Bernoulli, replace the likelihood by (14),
and make use of Lemma 2 resulting in

p(s|Z) ∝ p+(s)
∫ ∑

U]X1...]Xn=X:|Xi|≤1∀i

∑
j

×
∑

Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

fu+(U)

n∏
i=1

wjifji(Xi)l(Z|X, s)δX

(64)

=
∑
j

∑
Z1...]Zn]Zu=Z

p+(s)q(Z
u|s)

n∏
i=1

wjiqji(Zi|s),

(65)

where

q(Zu|s) ∝
[
λc(zi) + pD

∫
g(zi|s,x)Du

+(x)dx

]
(66)
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and

qji(Zi|s) =
∫
t(Zi|Xi, s)fji(Xi)δXi. (67)

To obtain the global hypothesis weight, we express (65) as a
mixture of vehicle state distributions. The weights are given
by ∫

q(Zu|s)
n∏
i=1

wjiqji(Zi|s)p+(s)ds

≈
∫
q(Zu|s)p+(s)ds

n∏
i=1

wji

∫
qji(Zi|s)p+(s)ds, (68)

where the approximation is due to Lemma 1. We now look
at the factors individually. Applying again Lemma 1, the first
factor can be approximated by∫

q(Zu|s)p+(s)ds ∝∼
∏

zi∈Zu

ρ(zi), (69)

where ρ(zi) was defined in (54), with the only difference that
the order of integration is exchanged.

For each factor in the product term in (68), we get∫
qji(Zi|s)p+(s)ds = ρji(Zi), (70)

where ρji(Zi) was defined in (57). Substitution of the terms
above into (65) yields the vehicle state posterior (32), where

qj(s|Z1, . . . ,Zn,Z
u)

=
p+(s)q(Z

u|s)
∏n
i=1 qji(Zi|s)∫

q(Zu|s)
∏n
i=1 qji(Zi|s)p+(s)ds

. (71)
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